
CLIPPING 101

 https://www.horsejournals.com/horse-clipping-101



WHY CLIP?

 Fall  is the time to decide if you will clip your horse-first clip in late Sept first week Oct, last one if needed end of Feb 
before summer coat starts to come in

 Consider the following in decision:
 Amount of work the horse will be doing and how much you plan to ride

 Conditions your horse will live and work in. 
 Will the horse be hacked lightly outdoors once or twice a week, or will he be schooled six days a week in an indoor arena?

 Shelter-Is your horse in a stall at night ?  Does your horse have a lean if outside?

 Blanketing commitment-if you clip you must blanket for the weather

 Age of horse- an older horse may have more difficulty battling the elements and may need a blanket even if not clipped

 Cuts down on time spent grooming- coat is easier to maintain and keep clean –quick brush will remove the dirt and dust

 Beneficial to the horse that will be worked throughout the winter
 Allows body heat to escape

 Prevents the horse from becoming too sweaty

 A horse with a long coat that remains damp can become chilled as the sweat cools 

 A heavy winter coat can take a couple of hours to properly dry
 A chilled horse may be more prone to colic, colds, and other serious health conditions. 



CLIPPING KIT TOOLS

 Large body clippers

 Smaller clippers (for trimming around the 
fetlocks, face, and hard to reach spots)

 Sharp blades (a couple of sets of each if 
possible)

 Cool lube

 Blade wash

 Blade oil

 Extension cord

 Toothbrush-to brush hair from blades

 Scissors-for sensitive areas like the ears if 
needed

 Towel

 Chalk/felt pen-to outline the planned clip

 String/binder twine-mark it to measure 
lines on both sides

 Treats

 Stepping stool-for head/neck if needed

 Chain/twitch



CLIPPERS AND BLADES

Only work with blades that are sharp –
 Dull blades can chop the coat up 

resulting in a rough and untidy  look vs  
sharp outline

 Have at least two blades to alternate 
between when one gets hot 

 Switch blades about every 10 to 15 
minutes during a clip.”



WHAT TO WEAR/NOT TO WEAR FOR 
CLIPPING

WEAR

 Nylon or plastic jumpsuit with elastic 
cuffs

 Glasses

 Bandana, headband, or hat

 Helmet 

 Steel toed boots or comfortable 
paddock boots

DON’T WEAR

 Fleece

 Contacts

 Mascara or lip gloss



BEFORE YOU CLIP

 Allow enough time :1.5-4 hours for full body clip

 Bathe your horse first if possible

 Groom your horse
 Dirt clogs and dulls clipper blades, 

 Dirt is hard on the clipper motor

 Spray your horse with Show Sheen or similar product.
 This helps the blades slide easily through the hair

 Choose a safe, quiet place to clip in natural daylight-a well lit barn 
 extra lighting may be necessary

 Gather all your supplies



INTRODUCING THE CLIPPERS-
DESENSITIZING TO THE CLIPPERS

• It may take several shorter clipping sessions for 
the horse to become comfortable with the clippers

• Turn clippers on and off a few times for sensitive 
horse or first time clip

• Stand to the side so horse can move away if 
scared, look toward the noise

• Slowly approach the horse with the clippers on and 
observe reaction

• Back up as necessary and repeat

• Allow your horse to smell the clippers

• Place clippers on coat and run them over the coat 
with it turned off

• Then turn it on and run over the coat in similar 
motion to allow horse to feel the vibrations

• Tranquilizing some horses may be necessary for 
safety of horse and clipper



CLIP PATTERNS AND TECHNIQUE

 Clip against the direction the hair 
grows in long strokes to reduce cut 
lines

 Sensitive areas-switch to slower 
speed, use empty hand near area 
being clipped as a shock absorber

 Remember to check the blades every 
10-15 min for heat-never use hot 
blades on horse’s skin



SAFEST PLACE TO BEGIN

 Start at the base of the neck on the 
shoulder

 Easy to see the horse’s ears, eyes, and 
body from this position to monitor 
reaction and be able to respond 
appropriately

 Work forward up the neck

 Ask the horse to move the front leg 
closest to you a half step back, 
 This opens the area where the neck 

attaches to the shoulder, makes working 
on the chest easier. 



CLIPPING AROUND THE MANE

 Invert the clippers in your hand

 hold them facing downward to clip 
against the direction of the hair growth. 

 This is when you want the horse to stand 
still so you don’t accidentally take tufts 
out of the mane. 

 Carefully pull the longer coat hairs away 
from the mane hairs and slip the clipper 
blades in between, clipping in a direct 
downward motion. 

 Do the topline of the mane the same way 
on both sides of the horse



CLIPPING THE CHEST

 Hold the clippers downward 

 Follow the direction of the hair growth 
along the pectoral muscles. 

 Use a hand to pull the skin flat where the 
hair swirls up and outwards 
 This will help keep the direction of hair 

growth more visible and easier to follow. 

 You are now is striking range of the front 
legs, so be careful and remain aware of the 
horse’s body language and mood.



CLIPPING THE BARREL AND THE BELLY

 Back and sides are straightforward to 
clip

 Armpits are wrinkly

 To clip the armpits, have a helper hold 
the horse’s front leg out in a stretch so 
the skin behind the armpit area 
becomes smooth



CLIPPING THE HINDQUARTERS

 Step the horse’s hind foot back half a 
step to open up the stifle and allow 
the clippers better access to the 
cowlick swirl of hair in the area 
attaching the barrel to the hip. 

 Finish the tail by clipping two 
diagonal lines from the sides of the 
tail to create an inverted “V.”



CLIPPING THE LEGS

 Start working from the top of the leg 
down toward the hoof

 Clip on a diagonal instead of straight up, 
through the hair, because of the rounded 
surface and structure of their legs

 Hold the leg up and bent back, as if to 
pick out the horse’s feet, which softens 
the tendons. 
 Tendons become relaxed when the leg is 

up and the hard grooves disappear

 Easier to get behind the fetlock when 
ankle is limp



CLIPPING THE HEAD AND FACE

 Use smaller clippers - more maneuverable, 
lighter, quieter 

 Start under the horse’s jaw and work back 
towards the throat, pulling the skin flat to clip the 
throatlatch. 

 Then, move on to the cheek, using the 
cheekbone as a stopping point. 

 Use the lower clipper speed to remove the hair 
from the front of the face. 

 Gently close the eye lid while working through 
the eye socket to l help fill the void and keep the 
loose hair out of the eye

 Trim the whiskers on the muzzle 

When it comes to clipping the horse’s head and face, smaller clippers make the job much easier since they are more maneuverable and comfortable to hold than heavy body clippers. Smaller clippers are also quieter, which helps when clipping around the ears of sensitive horses. Boyd



CLIPPING THE EARS

 Stand on a bale of hay or step stool to lessen the gap between the 
person clipping and the horse’s ears because 

 the horse will view this as a less aggressive posture. 

 Hold the ear with your hand so that your thumb is at the base of the 
ear, protecting it. 

 Common response for the horse is to throw his head up to get 
away and teeth of the blades bang into the bottom of the ear

 Many owners prefer to leave the hair on the inside of the ears and 
just clip the outer part. 

 In this case, fold the ear closed lengthwise and clip down to get the 
tufts that stick out and the edges. 

 Hold the tip of the ear in two fingers and gently pull it down towards 
you and clip back to get the outside



FINISHING UP

 Brush any loose hair off the horse’s body with a towel or soft 
brush. Brain also suggests 

 Wash the horse with hot water and either soap or an astringent to 
remove the oil and grease from the clipper oil and blade wash
 Horses can get rashes or hives from the oils left on their skin

 Clean any leftover hair from the body of the clippers and the 
blades, and rinse the blades in blade wash To prolong the life of 
the clippers –Don’t put away dirty

 Always ensure the clipped horse is appropriately  blanketed 
depending on the type of clip, type of stabling and turnout, and 
the horse’s age and metabolic rate. 

 Watch the horse’s weight once he’s been clipped and adjust his 
feed throughout the winter months to accommodate for any 
weight loss. 

 A quarter sheet can help the clipped horse stay warm while being 
groomed and tacked up, during warm-up and cool-down in a 
schooling session, or when out for a trail ride or light hack. 

 Ensure sufficient bedding is used to prevent rubbing of the 
fetlocks, knees, elbows, or hocks.”



BLANKETING-: A KEY RESPONSIBILITY 
WITH THE CLIPPED HORSE


